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All the tirst 10 questions are compulsory. These questions carry 1 mark each.

1. Define coshx in terms of exponential tunction.

dv
2. Find ;1 if xr + yJ = !vy.

3. Show that sinh(*x) = - sinhx.

4. State Rolle's Theorem.

5. State the order ol the differenlial equation 4*a j|*av = o

6. Solve the differential eOuation S= sinex.

2
7. Prove that L(2) = .

8. State Fermat's theorem.

9. Delermine the principal value of the argument of the complex number 1 - i.

10. ldentily the objective lunction and the constraints in the following optimization
problem :

Maximize.z=x1 +x2

Subject to

xl + 5x,< 5

2x, + x".-4.

x, >0, xr>o. (10xld0 Marks)
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Answer any 8 questions from among the questions 11 to 22. These questions

carry 2 marks each.

1 
'1. Show that sinh(2x) = 2sinhxcoshx.

dv
12. Find dx when y = cosh-r(x).

dv
13. Find dx when y = (sinx)x.

14. Find the differential equation corresponding to the {amily of curves
x2 + y2 = 211y where h is an arbitrary constant.

1 5. Solve the initial value problem y' + 4y' + 4y = 0, y(0) = 1, y'(0) - 1 .

16. Find L(e-at).

17. Define inverse Laplace Translorm and lind the inverse translorm ol $.
18. Find the g.c.d. ol 81 and 110 and express it as a linear combination ol the

two integers.

19. Compute O (720).

20. Prove that 34n+2 + 52n+1 is divisible by 14.

21. Separate into real and imaginary parts sin(a+iB).

22. Find lhe Fourier cosine series expansion lor the .function

f(x) = n-xinO<x<n. (8x2=16 Marks)

Answer any 6 questions from among the questions 23 to 31 . These questions

carry 4 marks each.

dv
23. Find dx when xa + ya - azxy = 0.

24. Find the Laplace Transform of sinh(at).

25. Show that of all rectangles of given area, the square has the smallest perimeter.

26. Find the general solution of the differential equation (D2 - 2D - 8) y = e+*.

27. Solve the p.d. e : x2p + y2q = 22.
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28. Express 960 in the standard lorm and lind the number and sum ot the divisors
ol 960.

29. Find all the vatues ot (t + i)* .

30. Find the Fourier series to represent ,f(x) 
= ex in -n < x < ,r.

^2 ^2
31. Verify that :+ =:+ where u = log(ysinx + xsiny). (6x4=24 Marks)' axdi 4/e(

Answer any 2 queslions from among the questions 32 to 35. These questions- 
carry 15 marks each.

32. State Leibnitz's theorem and if y = acos (logx) + bsin (logx), prove that
x2yn*r- l2n + 3) xyn*, + (n2 + 1)yn = 0.

33. a) Prove the Wilson's theorem. lf p is a prime number, then (p -'l) J + 'l is
divisible by p.

b) Prove that 12! = 25 (mod 13).

34. Solve (D2 + 3D + 2) y = 2e-* + sin2x.

35. Using graphical method, solve the following L.P.P

Maximize:z=5x1 +3x2

SubJect to

^ 3*, + 5x2< 15

5x1 + 2x2 <10

x, >0, xr20. (2x15=30 Marks)


